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Be What You Want to Be

Also Read | Rapper KeithWritesMusic Promotes
Joy and Love With 'Celebrate' Song

The following is an original essay by Inès Xhayet

who is ShareLove.Fund’s youngest program

graduate at 14 years old and ShareLove.Fund’s
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Spanish yoga teacher for incarcerated women at

Rosie’s, the women’s ward at Rikers Island jail.

The phrase “don’t judge a book by its cover” is a

wildly common one. However, have people come

to the complete understanding of the meaning

behind these couple of words? Within society,

there is no shortage of stereotypes. Individuals

being judged simply by this overly simplified and

general view of their outside cover. Skin… race…

hobbies. This human instinct takes over our

subconscious, in our minds, classifying something

as dangerous, or weird. Are all Latin Americans

uneducated? No. Are all BIPOC people living in

economically disadvantaged communities a

threat? No. Are all Caucasian varsity athletes

necessarily arrogant? No. But today, the question I

will address is, does gender determine what can
and can’t be done? And similarly, the answer is no.

Also Read | FMGE June 2021 Result Declared,
Applicants Can Check Scores Online at
natboard.edu.in and nbe.edu.in

Just like skin color and race, gender is a very

stereotyped topic. The expectations between

males and females are on separate ends of a

spectrum. One is a lazy housewife and the other is

the knight in shining armor providing for his

family. Take your guess as to which one represents

males, and which one represents females.

Although over time, the lines between gender

roles have become more blurred rather than rigid,

rising companies in which women are empowered,

such as ShareLoveFund, will allow for those lines

to disappear. As a young woman myself, I have

learned from a young age to always be alert of my

surroundings and the constant agony of having to

depend on others to feel safe. That sure isn’t what

any teenager wants to keep in mind whenever in

public. Is this too revealing? Is it okay to wear my

hair up? Keep in mind, a woman’s everyday actions

can determine whether or not she will come home
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that day. Throughout history, a woman’s role has

always been to depend on her husband, and

procreate. That a woman’s “vulnerable” state

didn't allow her to be in a working environment

surrounded by alpha male figures. Which brings to

question how historical women such as Katherine

Johnson, Dorothy Vaughan and Mary Jackson, had

such a life altering impact on NASA, a space in

which they were pushed down and rejected. As a

14 year old female, still somewhat shielded from

the real world, not many gender issues have

arised. But rather than being ill prepared for the

future, I chose to use it to my advantage.

Surrounding myself with women who have had

many altercations, and others who are like me,

just peeking into the unfairness from a back seat.

If nothing else, ShareLove.Fund has taught me

that just because I am a woman, doesn’t mean

that I am any less.

Story continues
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Seventeen

Kim Kardashian and Kendall Jenner Favorite
Swimsuit is On Sale for $42
Yes, for the top AND the bottom!

Yahoo Life

Gillian Anderson says she's not wearing a bra
anymore: 'I don't care if my breasts reach my belly
b tt 'Gillian Anderson explained on an Instagram Live why she's no
longer wearing a bra.

Place A Bag On Your Car Mirror When Traveling
Brilliant Car Cleaning Hacks Local Dealers Wish You Didn’t
Know

TheGrio

Los Angeles rapper Indian Red Boy killed on
Instagram Live
A rapper in the Los Angeles area was talking with a friend on
Instagram Live when he was ambushed in […] The post Los
Angeles rapper Indian Red Boy killed on Instagram Live…

Business Insider

Viral video of Taliban executing 22 Afghan
commandos as they surrendered ignites more

iti i f Bid ' ithd l"This is horrible-yet it's the reality of announcing the U.S.
withdrawal from Afghanistan," tweeted Rep. Adam Kinzinger,
who served in Afghanistan.

Tribune Publishing

Stanley Cup damaged during Lightning
championship celebration
TAMPA — The Stanley Cup had an eventful day during the
Lightning’s championship celebration Monday. And much like
many of the revelers and party-goers who attended the…

MarketWatch

My husband and I bought our late neighbor’s
foreclosed home. My stepdaughter moved in —
th th bl bDear Quentin, My husband and I bought our neighbor’s home
that went into foreclosure after he died. I agreed to
purchase the home with my husband if we both paid half. I…

NASCAR.com

Four Cup Series teams fined for lug-nut violations
at Atlanta
NASCAR officials issued penalties to four Cup Series teams
and two Xfinity Series teams Tuesday for lug-nut violations
in last weekend’s events at Atlanta Motor Speedway.…

Ad • Beachraider
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The Guardian

Covid outbreak among vaccinated Vegas hospital
workers underscores Delta risks
Workers were not hospitalized themselves but incident
comes amid rising case numbers in Nevada State health
officials say about 46% of Nevadans age 12 and older are…

Who What Wear

We're in Our 50s and 60s, and These Are the Only
Sandal Trends We're Wearing
They go with everything.

STYLECASTER

Katie’s ‘Bachelorette’ Winner Is Revealed & It’s Not
the Controversial Contestant You Expect
Bachelor Nation, you won't see this twist coming.

GOBankingRates

Child Tax Credit Payment Schedule Is Out Now –
Here’s When You’ll Get Your Money
The rollout of funds for the expanded child tax credit is
expected to start July 15, and the IRS has already started
sending out letters to 36 million families it believes are…

Tribune Publishing

Souhan: Wild wanted both Zach Parise and Ryan
Suter gone
The Wild dumped Zach Parise and Ryan Suter so they could
protect two other players in the expansion draft? True. The
Wild dumped their former franchise players because they…

INSIDER

Sean Penn says Matt Damon calling him 'a stupid
schmuck' convinced him to star opposite his
d ht i iSean and Dylan Penn star as a father-daughter duo in "Flag
Day," which premiered at the Cannes Film Festival last week.

ProFootball Talk on NBC Sports

Cassius Marsh: Patriots treat players like crap
Steelers linebacker Cassius Marsh has spent time with seven
different NFL teams, but his time with the Patriots stood out.
And not in a good way. Marsh, who was traded to the…
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